Children

Tristan Strong Punches a
Hole in the Sky

Talespinners: Saving
Fable

by Kwame Mbalia

by Scott Reintgen

JF Mbalia
A bizarre living doll snatches away
Tristan's friend’s notebook and
draws him into a world of burning
seas, iron monsters and exhausted
black folk heroes.

JF Reintgen
Indira Story grew up in Origin,
yearning to be the hero of her own
story, but after finally being chosen
to attend Protagonist Preparatory,
she learns that side characters can
be heroes too.

A Dash of Trouble
by Anna Meriano
JF Meriano
Sneaking out of school and into the
family bakery, Leonora discovers her
relatives come from a long line of
brujas—Mexican witches—who pour
a bit of sweet magic into everything
they prepare.

The Whispering Wars
by Jaclyn Moriarty
JF Moriarty
Enemies become allies when war is
declared, threatening citizens with
supernatural abductions and a
deadly magical flu.

Anya and the Dragon
by Sofiya Pasternack
JF Pasternack
Agreeing to hunt down a dangerous
dragon to save her Jewish family’s
livelihood from a bigoted
magistrate, Anya confronts a difficult
choice when she discovers that the
dragon does not pose a threat.

Fantasy

Changeling
by William Ritter
JF Ritter
When a changeling swap goes
wrong, leaving two identical babies
to be raised as human twins, the
brothers are called upon to be
heroes and protectors of magic
while trying to discover which of
them is actually a goblin.

Malamander
by Thomas Taylor
JF Taylor
Herbert Lemon learns that some of
his fellow townspeople are hunting
a sea monster that is believed to
convey a surprising gift.

Hidden worlds, magical creatures and
epic battles of good vs. evil

The Lost Girl
by Anne Ursu
JF Ursu
Separated for the first time since
birth when they are put into
different fifth-grade classes,
identical twins Iris and Lark struggle
with insecurities over their
individual identities at the same
time things begin to go missing in
their city.
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The Library of Ever

Dragons in a Bag

by Zeno Alexander

by Zetta Elliott

JF Alexander
Lenora discovers an ultimate library
containing every book in the
universe, and becomes an
apprentice librarian. She must tap
the library's infinite knowledge
about missions in space.

JF Elliott
A witch enlists Jaxon and his friends
to help deliver a clutch of baby
dragons to the magical world where
they belong, a quest that is thrown
into chaos by the trio's inability to
follow strict dragon-care rules.

Twinchantment

Ember and the Ice
Dragons

Lalani of the Distant Sea

by Heather Fawcett

JF Kelly
A young girl embarks on a quest
normally reserved for boys in the
hope of saving her village from lifethreatening hazards, including a
deadly plague affecting her mother.

by Elise Allen
JF Allen
Pretending to be one person in a
kingdom where magic and magical
twins are forbidden, identical twin
princesses Flissa and Sara are forced
to come out of hiding when a first
magical attack in years puts their
mother's life in danger.

JF Fawcett
Transformed by her adoptive
magician father from a dragon into a
girl, Ember is unable to completely
hide her dragon qualities and is sent
to live in her eccentric aunt’s
Antarctica research station, where
she sabotages a dragon hunt.

A Royal Guide to Monster
Slaying

The Secret of Zoone

by Kelley Armstrong

by Lee Edward Födi

JF Armstrong
A 12-year-old reluctant heir to the
throne finds her fate upended by a
tragedy that prompts her training as
a Royal Monster Hunter, before a
search for a dangerous gryphon
leads to an unlikely alliance.

JF Fodi
Following an amazing blue-winged
tiger through a secret basement
door to a gateway to fantastical
other worlds, Ozzie is trapped in a
dark magical kingdom when his
portal back to Earth explodes.

Silver Batal and the Water
Dragon Races
by Kristin Halbrook
JF Halbrook
A young desert-dweller's dream of
becoming a water dragon racer
comes true when she befriends a
rare dragon that can both swim
and fly.

by Erin Entrada Kelly

Ronan Boyle and the
Bridge of Riddles
by Thomas Lennon
JF Lennon
Ronan Boyle, the lowliest recruit in a
secret magical police force,
confronts monsters hidden in plain
sight to prove his parents'
innocence.

The Twelve
by Cindy Lin

The Door at the End of the
World
by Caroline Carlson
JF Carlson
Lucy breaks the rules for the first
time during a quest through seven
worlds involving new friends and a
swarm of magical bees.

Remarkables
by Margaret Peterson Haddix
JF Haddix
Befriending her cool new neighbors
only to see them disappear, a teen
with a painful past meets a secretive
boy who also sees the vanishing
neighbors, but warns her to
stay away.

JF LIn
Hiding their family’s extraordinary
gifts when a vicious Dragonlord
begins killing off everyone with
zodiac powers, orphaned sisters
Usagi and Uma narrowly escape
prison before joining a band of
mystical warriors.

